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     Q:  What is 3M mail?  
     A:  DPS mail (first class and standard letters) that is brought back  
           to the station by the carrier due to DPS errors.  These DPS 
           errors include:  
 

• Missequenced…correct route but out of sequence  
• Missort…wrong route but correct ZIP Code 
• Missent…wrong delivery unit or ZIP Code 

 
     Q:  Why do we have 3M mail? 
     A:  Most of our letter mail is processed on high speed machines  
           prior to arriving at the station.  As the mail is processed, it is 
           prone to errors such as the types described above.  The 3M  
           process provides valuable feedback to the plant to correct any 
           machine or other processing issues and helps to ensure every 
           piece is delivered correctly every day.  Our customers deserve  

as much.  
 
 
    Q:  What are the carrier’s responsibilities?  
    A:   Upon returning from the street, all carriers must deposit their   
           DPS errors into the 3M Case.  (If the carrier discovers  
           Missequenced errors on the street, they must attempt re- 
           delivery if within a reasonable distance.) The 3M Case is  
           identified, easily accessible and conveniently located (enter your  
            3M case location here).  Do not leave any DPS errors at your case 
           or at the Hot Case. 
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     Q:  What happens to the mail once it’s in the 3M case? 
     A:  After the last carrier returns, the clerk/supervisor will collect  
            the mail and bundle the 3 types.  He/she will enter the totals 
            for each type into the 3M Log.  This log becomes a valuable    
            record for pinpointing probable faults with the machines or  
            process. The Missort and Missequence will go to the Hot Case  
            or Distribution Case to be processed by the next day A.M.  
            clerk.  The Missent will be returned to the plant on the final  
            dispatch of the day using the MISSENT placard (see “3M  
            Reporting” under OPS Support on the SF District website).  
 
 

Q:  Why is there such emphasis on 3M mail now? 
      A:  The Postal Service reputation and ultimately its very existence  
            depends on outstanding service to our customers.  Lately the  
            SF District Service Scores in overnight delivery of first class  
            letters is poor.  One of the targeted areas of opportunity for  
            improvement is the handling and standardization of 3M mail.  
            By following the procedures outlined in this Service Talk, we  
            can assist the plant machine quality and of course, service  
            to our customers.  
            
 
As you can see, each delay causes our service to be compromised.  
Ultimately, our customers suffer because we are not giving them the 
service they expect and indeed, paid for. It is up to us to provide them 
the best service we can.  
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